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Masterpiece Mix Written and Illustrated by, Roxie Munro

WHILE You Are Reading with Your Child

Point out Spicy Words from Masterpiece Mix and discuss their meanings together. Spicy Words are words that describe
things in more detail. Some possible Spicy Words to include are: "human," "literature," "masterpiece." Discuss what
those words mean.
Talk about some other words from the story and some possible Spicy Words to replace them. For example, a Spicy Word
for "make" could be "create," a Spicy Word for "animals" could be "creatures," or a Spicy Word for "love" could be "
adore."

AFTER Reading with Your Child
Create a Still Life

Search and Find Game

Materials Needed: Paint, paper, paintbrushes,
markers/crayons, pencils

Materials Needed: Magazine or newspaper, scissors, glue,
paper, crayons/markers

1. Remind your child what a still life painting/drawing
shows. A still life has objects in it that don't move.

1. In the story, Roxie Munro, drew a city scene because she
lives in New York City. Encourage your child to draw a
picture of a familiar area or place.

2. Ask your child what kinds of objects they would choose
to draw or paint in a still life of their home (special books,
food, piece of furniture, etc.).
3. Invite your child to choose an object and use it to guide
their drawing/painting.
4. Allow your child to share their artwork and explain the
item they chose to represent.

2. Look through the newspaper and magazine and find
items that can be cut out and glued into the drawing.
3. Cut out and glue the items into the drawing.
4. At the end of this story there is a Key to the Art in This
Book. You can create your own Key on a separate piece of
paper. Be sure to label all of the items you glued into your
picture.
5. See if a family member can find all the hidden items.

